INDOOR TREATMENTS - FOR LIGHT INFESTATIONS
General Information
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW TO USE THIS PRODUCT IN A MANNER
INCONSISTENT WITH ITS LABELING.
USE RESTRICTIONS
- Apply this product only as specified on this label.
- DO NOT compost any discarded plant materials that have been treated with this
product.
- DO NOT make outdoor applications during rain.
- DO NOT reapply to treated areas more than 1x every 4 weeks.
- DO NOT allow adults, children or pets to enter until vapors, mists and/or aerosols
have dispersed and the treated area has been thoroughly ventilated. DO NOT
contact treated surfaces until dry.
- When used in schools, DO NOT apply to classrooms while in use. Allow treated
areas to dry thoroughly before reoccupying.
- When used in hospitals and nursing homes, remove patients before treating
rooms. Allow treated areas to dry thoroughly before returning patients to rooms.
- When used in the home, remove or cover exposed food and drinking water in the
treatment area before application. Remove or cover dishes, utensils, food
processing equipment and food preparation surfaces in the treatment area or wash
them before use. DO NOT use in serving areas while food is exposed.
- Applications in food areas of food handling establishments are limited to spot
and/or crack and crevice treatments. DO NOT make applications when facility is in
operation. Avoid contamination of food or feedstuffs. DO NOT apply directly to food,
food packaging or food contact surfaces. During application, cover or remove food

and cover food processing surfaces and equipment, or clean after treatment with a
suitable detergent and rinse with potable water before use. DO NOT use in serving
areas (dining areas where prepared foods are served) while food is exposed or
facility is in operation.
- Except when applying to sewers or drains as instructed on this label, DO NOT
apply directly into sewers or drains or to any area like a gutter where drainage to
storm sewers, water bodies, or aquatic habitat can
occur.
- When used in zoos, remove animals and cover or remove animal food/water prior
to application.
- Remove pets and cover or remove pet food/water and fish bowls prior to
application.
CRACK & CREVICE TREATMENT: Use with the supplied actuator and injection tubes.
Inject into cracks and crevices or void spaces where insects may be harboring,
living and breeding. Place injector tip into cracks, crevices, holes and other small
openings. Release approximately 1 sec of product. For light infestations, move
injector tip along cracks while treating at the rate of 3 ln ft/sec. For heavy
infestations, move injector tip along at 1 ln ft/sec. For closed voids, calculate the
void’s cubic area and treat at the rate of 1 to 5 sec/3 ft3. Several holes may be
required in long-running voids.
SPOT TREATMENT: Use with the supplied actuator and injection tubes. Hold
container upright while spraying. Direct nozzle approximately 12 inches from
surface to be treated. Apply directly on insects in these locations when possible.
Limit individual spot treatments to an area no larger than 2 ft2/room.
Before spot treating on plastic, painted or varnished surfaces, test a small,
inconspicuous area and observe for staining or damage to finish.
Limitations, Restrictions, and Exceptions
INDOOR TREATMENTS
CRAWLING PESTS [including Centipedes, Cockroaches, Crickets, Dermestids,
Earwigs, Sowbugs and Spiders (excluding Brown Recluse)]: Apply as a Crack &
Crevice treatment using the prescribed amount into cracks, crevices and void

spaces where pests may harbor, nest, trail, run or hide, including openings
around pipes and sinks, under refrigerators, behind baseboards, washing machines,
stoves, cabinets, sewers, floor drains and meter boxes. Spot treatments may also
be made to areas such as storage areas; closets; around water pipes, doors and
windows; around refrigerators, cabinets, sinks, stoves and other equipment; shelves
and drawers.
BOOKLICE and SILVERFISH: Apply as a Crack & Crevice treatment into cracks and
crevices of baseboards, door frames, bookcases and other harborage sites. Spot
treatments may also be made to areas such as storage areas; closets; around water
pipes, doors and windows; around refrigerators, cabinets, sinks, stoves and other
equipment; shelves and drawers.
ANTS (including foraging Fire, Harvester and Pharaoh): Apply as a Crack & Crevice
treatment into cracks, crevices and voids where ants may harbor, nest, trail, run or
hide, including around doors, window frames, wall voids and other structural cracks
and crevices. Spot treatments may also be made to areas such as storage areas;
closets; around water pipes, doors and windows; around refrigerators, cabinets,
sinks, stoves and other equipment; shelves, drawers and similar areas.
BED BUGS: Apply to cracks, crevices, voids and/or harborages where evidence of
bed bugs occurs, including bed frames, box springs, inside empty dressers,
furniture and clothes closets, carpet edges, high and low wall moldings, behind
headboards, pictures and wallpaper edges. DO NOT make surface applications to
mattresses or bedding. Mattress treatments must be limited to seams, folds and
edges only. DO NOT treat pillows, bedding or clothing. Remove linens and wash
before reuse. Allow treated mattress to dry thoroughly before remaking the bed.
Remove all clothes and other articles from dressers or clothes closets before
application. Allow treated areas to dry thoroughly before use.
CHOCOLATE MOTHS, DRUGSTORE BEETLES, FLOUR BEETLES, GRAIN WEEVILS,
INDIANMEAL MOTHS and TROGODERMAS (in exposed adult and larval stages):
Apply into cracks, crevices and/or voids where these pests may harbor such as
cracks and crevices in cabinets and pantries, wall voids, around window and door
frames, and in machinery. Spot treatments may also be made to areas such as
storage areas; closets; around water pipes, doors and windows; around
refrigerators, cabinets, sinks, stoves and other equipment; shelves, drawers and
similar areas.

Method
Spot treatment
Injection
Timings
N.A.

